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Abstract
Numerous aircraft composite panels at B/E Aerospace needs threaded and thru-hole fasteners
inserted and bonded to them. The team has been tasked with automating this system in order to
improve cycle times, reduce scrap rates, and improve the overall quality of the panels compared
to the company’s current manual operation. The fasteners, of which there are over 70 different
types, need to be placed into the correct holes in the correct orientation, and be bonded to the
panels by the injection of an epoxy adhesive. The team has gone about solving this problem
through the use of axiomatic design to come up with the optimal solution. A simulation has been
created to illustrate the final design, as well as a prototype was built to prove the functionality of
one of the subsystem of the design. The team has broken up the automated system into five
independent parts: the organization of the fasteners, the Cartesian robot system, the vacuum
system to pick up the fasteners, the vision system, and the adhesive injection system. The focus of
the prototype is the pick and place robot system, of which a small scale prototype has been built.
The team has successfully proven the feasibility of the pick and place robot system, but further
research into the other 3 parts of the system will be required in order to pursue the final design.
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Introduction
B/E Aerospace is the world’s leading manufacturer of cabin interior products for commercial
passenger aircrafts and business jets. The team is working with the super first class division, in
which they design and manufacture first class cabins. The cabins are constructed from aircraft
composite panels that have had holes predrilled in them on a Computer Numerical Controlled
(CNC) router. The goal of the project is to automate a system that will install fasteners into the
correct holes and inject the epoxy adhesive to bond them in place.
Currently, the process of installing the fasteners into the panels is done manually. First, the
operator identifies which fasteners will go into which holes. Next, sticky tabs are placed on top
of the fasteners in order to keep them flush to the panel when they are placed in the holes. Once
all of the inserts are placed into the correct holes, the panel is moved to another workstation
where an operator manually injects adhesive into each of the fasteners to bond them to the panel.
After the adhesive has cured, the panel is cleaned by removing the sticky tabs along with any
excess adhesive. The problem with the current system is that it requires intensive manual labor
and has a high chance for human error, which leads to higher scrap rates. By designing an
automated system, the team will be reducing cycle times, improving the reliability of the process,
and improving the overall quality of the panels.
By reducing cycle times and improving reliability, this automated system will make B/E
Aerospace more competitive. The chance of human error will diminish, resulting in a decline of
scrap rates. This will in turn reduce rework times and wasted parts. The cycle times will also
decrease, which will allow for quicker manufacturing of the first class cabins. This automated
system will help save B/E Aerospace money in the long run.
This report will detail the design process that the team has gone through to come up with a final
solution. It will discuss all of the functional requirements that were met, the preliminary designs
that were generated, and how a final design was selected. It will then describe the final design
solution and how it will work, as well as the prototype build and the testing that was done.
Recommendations are made in the concluding remarks for the future design process and
implementation that will follow this first phase.
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II)

System Requirements

The team was given five functional requirements which were arranged in descending order
(starting from the most important to the least significant). Table 1 shows the top level functional
requirements, the customer importance, the Critical to Quality (CTQ) factors and their
corresponding target values. The section that follows will explain each functional requirement in
more detail.
Table 1: Functional Requirements
Top Level Functional
Requirement
Handle different insert
sizes
Place and orient each
insert
Locate adhesive injection
hole
Monitor appropriate
amount of adhesive
Hold insert flush to panel
throughout adhesive
process

Customer
Importance
(out of 5)
5

CTQ (metric)

Target Value &
Tolerance

1.5 ± .3 cm

10 inserts

5

Visual

Insert fits in Hole

5

Visual

4

Volume

4

Visual

Finds the correct
injection hole
Inserts stick onto the
panel
Tabs

As shown in table 1, the significant functional requirements with high customer importance
values are handle different insert sizes, place and orient each insert and locate the adhesive
injection hole. Monitor appropriate amount of adhesive and hold insert flush to panel throughout
adhesive process were given a customer importance value of 4 because they were not as
important as the as the former functional requirements to the customer.
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II-a) Top Level Functional Requirements
i)

Handle Different Insert Sizes
Although, B/E Aerospace uses about 70 different fasteners in their production
process, the automated system is designed to handle only 10 out of these. This is due
to the customer wanting to focus on the 10 most used inserts. The maximum and
minimum diameter of the 10 different inserts (1.5 ± .3 centimeters) was used in
weighing how well our system handled the inserts. The target value for this CTQ is
10 inserts and this target value was reached when all of the 10 different sizes supplied
by our customer were compatible with our system.

ii)

Place and Orient each insert
The system was designed in such a way that it would be possible to place and orient
each insert into the appropriate hole in the composite panel. Since the composite
panels are manufactured with the holes having different radius sizes, the system was
designed to place each insert into the appropriate hole and orient each insert by
making sure that each insert fits into each hole perfectly. The visual CTQ was used to
indicate how well our system oriented and placed the inserts into the hole in the
panel. The target value for this CTQ was reached when the inserts were properly
oriented after being placed in the panel.

iii)

Locate adhesive injection hole
The system was designed to use a sensor (Keyence CV 3000 machine vision system)
in locating the adhesive injection. The visual CTQ was used in weighing how well
our system located the adhesive injection hole. The target value for this CTQ was
reached when the vision system found the correct adhesive injection hole.

iv)

Monitor appropriate amount of adhesive.
The system was designed to monitor and dispense the appropriate amount of adhesive
into each insert. This was very important because if less than the required amount of
adhesive is dispensed into the insert, the inserts will not stick
onto the panel. The volume CTQ was used for weighing how well our system
monitored and dispensed amount of adhesive. The target value for this CTQ was
reached when the vision system indicated that the required volume of adhesive has
been dispensed into each insert.

v)

Hold insert flush to the surface of the Panel
The system was designed to use tabs in order to hold the inserts flush to the surface of
the panel. The visual CTQ was used in weighing how well our system held the inserts
flush to the surface of the panel because it will be very easy to determine whether the
inserts are flush to the surface of the panel just by looking at them. The target value
for this CTQ was reached when the inserts were flat and even with the surface of the
panel.
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III)

Design Concepts:

Three preliminary design concepts were developed to satisfy the functional requirements for the
project. These concepts share some similarities but they have differences in the method to satisfy the
requirement. The next three sections are for the purpose of describing each concept in detail. Tables
2, 3, and 4 summarize the main components of three of the concepts that have been looked upon, and
what functional requirement they meet to satisfy the design.

i) Utilization of the equipment of the design concept 1:

Table 2: Design Concept 1
Top Level Functional Requirements

Design Parameter

Handle different insert size

Insert dispenser (coin changer)

Orient and place the insert

Gantry Robot with Gripper

Hold insert flush to panel

Drill holes to correct depth

Locate adhesive injection hole

Vision system / offset tool

Inject correct amount of adhesive

Offset Dispenser / programmed

Remove excess adhesive

Manual

The insert dispenser or “coin changer” will be utilized as the presorted and stock location for the
inserts ready to be picked up by the Gantry robot with a gripper. The “coin changer” will have
capacity to handle all the different types of inserts.
The gantry robot, controlled by a central computer, will pick the insert, dispensed by the “coin
changer”, and will orient it, transport it to the location, and place it into the hole. Because the depth of
the hole in the panel is drilled to the correct depth, there is no need for additional equipment to keep
the insert flush to the panel.
A vision system attached to the gantry robot, offset from the gripper, will locate the adhesive holes to
allow the adhesive dispenser to inject the adhesive. The amount of adhesive will be controlled and
monitored by a computer, base on pre-established amount of adhesive for each panel configuration.
Any excessive adhesive will be removed by the operator at the end of the process.
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ii) Utilization of the equipment of design concept 2:
Table 3: Design Concept 2
Top Level Functional Requirement

Design Parameter

Handle different insert size

Interchangeable Tubes

Orient and place the insert

XRS Cartesian Robot

Hold insert flush to panel

Electromagnet

Locate adhesive injection hole

Programmed

Inject correct amount of adhesive

Sensor / Mounted on XRS Cartesian
Robot

Remove excess adhesive

Manual

The insert will be located in an insert dispenser, but the difference with the chosen concept is that
there is a limited capacity for types of inserts available. Depending on the configuration of the panel,
the operator will placed the pre-packed insert in tubes for the insert to be installed.
A primary XRS Cartesian robot with an electromagnet attached to it will pick up, transport, and place
the insert into the hole. A central computer controls the movement of the Cartesian robot and provides
the pre-established coordinates for the location of the hole.
A secondary XRS Cartesian robot with an electromagnet attached to it will maintain the insert flush
while an adhesive dispenser offset of the electromagnet, will be dispensing the adhesive. A sensor
mounted close to the adhesive dispenser will control the amount of the adhesive; any excess adhesive
will be removed by the operator at the end of the process.
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iii) Utilization of the equipment of design concept 3:
Table 4: Design Concept 3
Top Level Functional Requirement

Design Parameter

Handle different insert size

Vibrating hoppers feeding into tubes

Orient and place the insert

Robotic arm

Hold insert flush to panel

Holes to correct depth/ electromagnet underneath

Locate adhesive injection hole

Programmed

Inject correct amount of adhesive

XRS Cartesian robot /programmed

Remove excess adhesive

Automatic scrapper

A hopper, a funnel-shape receptacle, will be available for each type of insert. The hopper using
vibrators will be filling the insert into a dispenser through a tube.
A robotic arm will pick, orient, and place the insert into the hole. A central computer with preestablished coordinate locations will control the robotic arm. The holes will be drilled to correct depth
to maintain the insert flush to the panel; in addition, an electromagnet located under the panel will
prevent the insert to move during the adhesive injection process.
A secondary XRS Cartesian robot with an adhesive dispenser will be present. A central computer with
pre-established coordinates of the injection holes will control the positioning of the robot. In addition,
pre-establish volumes of adhesive for each panel configuration will be in the central computer to
control the amount of adhesive. An automatic adhesive scrapper will remove any excessive adhesive.
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III-a) Pugh Analysis:
Pugh analysis was used to determine what would be the best concept for the final design. Each
criterion was given a specific weight depending on the importance to the customer. After
conducting a thorough research on each of the alternatives for the design parameters, the options
were rated. The tables 5-10 that follow show our analysis and support for our final design
decision.
Table 5: Handling Inserts
Alternatives

Weight

Criteria
Cost
Time
Reliability
Accuracy
manual labor
Space
maintenance
Risk
Score

10
15
20
20
15
5
5
15
105

Table 6: Pick & Place of Inserts
1
Coin
Changer
8
12
12
12
12
2
3
9
70

2

Alternatives

Weight

Tubes
4
6
12
12
6
4
3
9
56

Criteria
cost
time
reliability
accuracy
manual labor
space
maintenance
risk
Score

10
15
20
20
15
5
5
15
105

Table 7: Find adhesive Injection Hole
Alternatives

Weight

1

Criteria
Cost
Time
Reliability
Accuracy
manual labor
Space
maintenance
Risk
Score

10
15
20
20
15
5
5
15
105

Programmed
8
15
16
12
3
5
5
12
76

Cost
Time
Reliability
Accuracy
manual
labor
Space
maintenance
Risk
Score

Weight

2
Robot
Arm
2
9
12
12
15
2
2
6
60

Table 8: Monitor amount of Adhesive being injected
2
Vision
System
6
12
20
20
3
3
3
9
76

Table 9: Holding Inserts Flush
Alternatives

1
Cartesian
Robot
8
9
12
16
15
4
3
9
76

Alternatives

Weight

Criteria
cost
time
reliability
accuracy
manual labor
space
maintenance
risk
Score

10
15
20
20
15
5
5
15
105

1
Calculated
Volume
8
12
12
12
12
5
5
6
72

2
Sensor
4
9
16
16
12
4
3
12
76

Table 10: Installation & Adhesive Injection
1

2

10
15
20
20

Electromagnet
8
9
16
20

Tabs
6
15
16
20

3
Drill
to
exact
depth
10
15
20
20

15
5
5
15
105

15
4
4
9
85

15
5
5
9
91

15
3
3
3
89

Alternatives

Criteria
cost
time
reliability
accuracy
manual
labor
space
maintenance
risk
Score
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Weight

1

2

10
15
20
20

TwoCartesian
Robot
6
15
12
12

OneCartesian
Robot
10
9
12
12

15
5
5
15
105

9
2
4
9
69

9
4
5
9
70

Using the Pugh analysis a final design was chosen by utilizing the concept which scored highest
for each functional requirement. Table 11 shows the components that were incorporated into the
final design for the system.
Table 11: Final Design
Top Level Functional Requirement

Design Parameter

Handle different insert size

Coin Changer

Orient and place the insert

XRS Cartesian Robot with vacuum system

Hold insert flush to panel

Tabs

Installation & Adhesive Injection

Mounted on the same Cartesian robot but offset
to it

Locate adhesive injection hole

Vision System

Inject correct amount of adhesive

Sensor/ Vision System

Remove excess adhesive

Manual
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A design matrix was also done to determine any potential coupling in our system. Figure 1
shows the decision matrix of our design. The y-axis displays the functional requirements and the
x-axis displays the design parameters. The places marked ‘X’ indicates that there is a correlation
between a functional requirement and a design parameter while the places marked ‘O’ indicates
that there is no correlation between a functional requirement and a design parameter. It is seen
from the design matrix, that the final concept is fully decoupled, due to the functional
requirements being independent of our design parameters.

Figure 1: Design Matrix
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IV)

Design

Two types of designs were developed. The first design is for the full system which will be used
for the simulation. The other design is for the desktop prototype containing just one of the
subsystems of the assembly system; this is the Cartesian robot and will prove the concept of
vacuum pick and place of the inserts.
IV-a) Full System
Full System Functional Decomposition:
The complete system can be broken down into these five subsystems:
• Coin Changer/Insert Nest
• Cartesian Robot System
• Vacuum System
• Adhesive Injection System
• Vision System
The full system will automatically install inserts and secure them to the panels. The sequence of
events is as follows:
1. Make sure insert nest is full of every insert that is needed. If there is one missing, insert
nest is replenished by moving back under the coin changer which will refill any voids,
and moving back out to make inserts available for pick and place.
2. Determine the insert that is needed for the hole in the composite panel.
3. Cartesian system moves to be above the correct hole that is in the insert nest to pick up
the correct insert
4. Cartesian robot drops down, and vacuum system is turned on to pick up insert
5. Cartesian system moves over to corresponding hole in the composite panel
6. Cartesian system drops down and vacuum supply is cut off to drop insert into
corresponding hole.
7. Steps 1 through 6 are repeated until all holes in composite panels have correct insert
8. Cartesian system moves over hole in composite panel with insert
9. Vision system looks for adhesive injection hole
10. Adhesive injector injects adhesive into hole until correct amount(monitored by program
and vision system) has been injected
11. Steps 8-10 are repeated until all inserts have been glued to panel.
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IV-a-1) Mechanical Design
i)
Coin Changer/Insert Nest
The coin changer/insert nest was designed to hold the 10 different kinds of inserts that B/E
Aerospace uses. The different columns allow for the different kinds of inserts to stay separated
and organized. Escapement cylinders are used to be sure that only one insert can advance at a
time. The insert nest is under the coin changer, and holds one insert of each kind. The insert
nest is mounted to slide rails from THK, ( “Toughness,” “High Quality,” and “Know-how”) that
move the insert nest out from under the coin changer to make all inserts available for the pick
and place system. Sensors are used to identify if an insert has been picked out of the insert nest.
Once there is a void in the insert nest, the THK rails move the nest back under the coin changer,
and escapement cylinders will allow one insert to drop into the nest. When designing an
organization mechanism for the coin changer, it was recognized that feeder bowls would not be
feasible, as each insert is different, and there are so many different kinds. A low-cost highefficient design had to be created. The inserts come prepackaged in tubes, so an operator quickly
loads the coin changer with these tubes, checking that the correct insert is being placed into the
correct column.
ii)
Cartesian Robot/Vacuum System
The Cartesian Robot system is a large travel 3 axes system that features a high speed servomotor.
The system has XYZ motion. When designing the Cartesian system, it had to be kept in mind
that the largest composite panel that B/E Aerospace uses is 6’ by 12’, and therefore, the
Cartesian Robot had to be able to reach all corners. In order to reduce the current manual cycle
time, the Cartesian servo system had to be very fast. In order to decrease errors, the system also
had to have very high repeatability rates and very high precision capabilities. The design of the
Cartesian robot system was created by Parker Motion. The robot system that is being used is the
system 7 Three Axis XX''-YY''-Z. The vacuum system is connected to the Cartesian Robot
system. This is what is used to pick up and place the insert. The vacuum cup was picked from
knowing the size of the inserts and the positioning of the adhesive injection holes on the insert.
The inserts are relatively light, so having a big vacuum cup was not needed.
iii)
Adhesive Injection System/Vision System
The purpose of the adhesive injection system is to inject the proper amount of adhesive into the
insert to secure it to the panel. The dispensing system is connected to the Cartesian robot, offset
from the vacuum cup. The reason for choosing to offset the dispenser on the same Cartesian
system as the vacuum, instead of putting the dispensing system on a separate Cartesian system, is
space. If there are two robot systems, the concern of the two running into each other becomes an
issue. In order to avoid this, the machine would have to be much larger, and separate tracks
would have to be used. By using only one Cartesian system, the cost of the system, as well as
the space occupied are both reduced. The dispensing system must also have very high precision
when supplying the adhesive. Allowing too much adhesive to dispense will cause a lot of waste
and bring manufacturing costs up. To be sure the right amount of adhesive is being dispensed, a
vision system will be used by programming the lower and upper limits into the system to be sure
a certain amount of adhesive for each insert is reached. These are set per unit volume, and the
numbers are found by figuring the volume of void in each hole after the insert is installed that
needs adhesive.
15

The Vision system will also be mounted to the same Cartesian Robot system. The vision system
will be used during the adhesive injection process as mentioned above. It will search for the
adhesive injection holes and monitor the amount of adhesive being put into the insert. The way
it will monitor the adhesive is: as the dispenser dispenses adhesive into one of the adhesive
injection holes, the vision system will look at the other adhesive injection hole for adhesive.
Once the vision system spots adhesive, a signal will be sent to notify the system that there is an
adequate amount of adhesive in the insert and the dispensing process for that insert is complete.
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IV-a-2) Electrical Design
Power Requirements for Insert Installer (Actual system)
Source: 220Vac
Maximum Power: 33Kw
Maximum Current: 120A

D1
LT1007-0

+

D1N914
R1

V+

V+

+

+

-

LM139

C2

0

1u

R4

R3

D1

+

+

220k

U1-0

+
V-

+

Vac
220Vdc

10k

C2

V-

LT1037

R5

+

10k

-

D1N914

10u

47

+

R2

0

16.6k

Load of Inser Installer

Figure 2 shows the power circuit for the insert installer. An ultra-stable low noise power supply
was chosen for the insert installer because of the high power demand of the circuit components
of the insert installer. Due to the nature of the circuit components, the system is bound to make a
lot of noise during operation and an ultra-stable low noise power supply will be required to help
reduce the amount of noise and also stabilize the amount of power entering the system.

0

Figure 2: Ultrastable Low Noise Power Supply Circuit for Insert Installer

Figure 3 shows the circuit for the vision system proposed for designing the insert installer. The
vision system proposed is the keyence CV 3000 series. This vision system will be used to loacate
the adhesive injection hole and it will also be used to stop the amount of adhesive dispensed into
the insert.
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Figure 3: Vision system for Insert Installer
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IV-a-3) Software Design
The software design was modeled through Universal Modeling Language (UML) and since there
has been no actual coding, all the models have been theoretical. The final design was based off
of how CNC machines worked and coded and would utilize a super/central computer to run the
possible code based off of the UMLs. The theoretical UMLs can be found in the Appendix. The
central computer would be coded to run the XRS Cartesian robot, insert dispenser, vacuum,
vision system, and adhesive dispenser.
Similar to a CNC machine, the central computer would have coded paths for each individual
panel which would map out the path the XRS Cartesian robot. Insert types, model numbers will
all be programmed into the mapping, so that the XRS Cartesian robot knows what parts are used
and what path to take. The vacuum will be utilized by the XRS Cartesian robot in order to pick
up and place the inserts. The central computer will know when to turn off the vacuum due to the
coded paths programmed for the XRS Cartesian robot.
The central computer would be able to determine if the insert dispenser is empty and sensors will
be used to notify the central computer if and when an insert has been vacuumed, the computer
would than send a command for the insert dispenser to replenish its missing insert, before the
XRS Cartesian robot had returned for its next insert.
As a subsystem the vision system would have its own set of coding, as it will be used to look at
insert orientation, and adhesive. The vision system will check to make sure that inserts always
lie in correct orientation whether they are just sitting in the insert dispenser or when the vacuum
is dropping them into the place of the panel. The coded program used from the software of the
vision system will send signals to the central computer telling it to halt its operation when an
insert’s orientation is incorrect. The vision system will also be programmed to notice when the
adhesive has gone through the second injection hole, and will send a message to the central
computer to stop the adhesive dispenser from dispensing anymore adhesive.
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IV-b) Prototype
Prototype Functional Decomposition :
The purpose of the prototype is to show that the inserts can be picked up from one location and
successfully placed into a hole in the composite panels. The prototype is a desktop-size pickand-place system. The robot system is made of linear cylinders from SMC Corporation of
America (SMC) and a vacuum. A Programming Logic Controller (PLC) was programmed to run
the process. The sequence of events for the prototype is as follows:
1. Make sure the Cartesian system is in the home position
2. Look to see if there is an insert to pick up
3. If there is an insert to pick up, drop vertical slide down
4. Turn on vacuum to suck insert up against suction cup
5. Return vertical slide to home position
6. Move horizontal slide until directly above hole in composite panel
7. Drop vertical slide down and turn vacuum off so insert will drop into hole
8. Move vertical slide back up to original position
9. Drop vertical slide back down to insert and turn vacuum on to pick up insert
10. Move vertical slide back to original position
11. Move horizontal slide until above the dead nest
12. Drop vertical slide down to hole and turn off vacuum to release inert
13. Return Cartesian system to home position
IV-b-1) Mechanical Design
The mechanical design of the prototype consists of a frame, locating nest for the composite
panel, and a pick and place unit. The frame is composed of a base plate, device stands with
mounting brackets and clamps, and a top plate. The mounting bracket can be positioned at
different heights along the device stands, and the clamps are used to secure the mounting
brackets in place. The purpose for having this adjustment is so the pick and place design can
succeed with varying composite panel thicknesses. The locating nest for the composite panel is
mounted to the base plate. This system is composed of custom rectangular hard stops with slotted
holes for adjustment in the positioning of the composite panel in the ‘Y’ direction. The tolerance
of the insert hole in the composite panel is very tight. In order to achieve such tolerances, very
high precision equipment is needed. Due to the time and cost constraints, high precision
manufacturing was not an option. The slotted stops alleviate the tight tolerance of the insert
holes.
The pick and place unit can be broken down into the Cartesian Robot system and the vacuum
system. The Cartesian system is made of two pneumatic SMC linear cylinders. One of these
cylinders is mounted to the top plate and allows the robot to move in the ‘X’ direction while the
second SMC linear cylinder is connected vertically to the first SMC slide to move the robot in
the ‘Z’ direction. As stated previously, the complete design will use a high precision servo
Cartesian type system, however, for the prototype, a pneumatic system was used. A vacuum cup
is mounted to the SMC slide with a custom mounting bracket. The vacuum cup is small enough
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to fit between the two adhesive injection holes on the insert. The vacuum generator is mounted
to the top plate, and tubing was run down to the cup.
There were several things that had to be kept in mind when designing the Cartesian system. The
first was how to pick up the insert. It was known that the insert had to be moved from one
location to another. It was also known that the plastic tab and insert would already be intact.
Initially, a gripper was considered for this design; however, it was very difficult to design gripper
fingers to grip the insert without touching the sticky side of the tab. The vacuum is easier in that
it grabs the insert from the top, eliminating the worry of deflecting the part. The next concern
was how to move the insert. The SMC slides were donated to the team, and because of the cost
constraints, the SMC slides were designed to resemble a Cartesian robot system. Before these
slides could be used, the static maximum load restrictions and stroke had to be considered. The
vacuum generator was not mounted to one of these slides, but instead to the top plate to reduce
the amount of weight the slides were carrying. A three dimensional (3D) model of the prototype
could be seen in the figure 4.

Figure 4: Prototype Assembly
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IV-b-2) Electrical Designs
Power Specification for prototype
PLC input – 24Vdc Relay
Input current -7mA/point
Manifolds Valves - 24Vdc
Reed switches – 5Vdc
The electrical parts used in designing the prototype are as follows: PLC, Reed switches, a
manifold, valves and a vacuum generator. A momentary push button and five reed switches
were connected to the input of the PLC while 5 solenoids were connected to the output of the
PLC. Figure 5 shows a schematic of how the PLC was connected, and Figures 6 and 7 shows the
internal circuits of the PLC for input & output.
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Figure 5: PLC
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Figure 6: Input Internal Circuit of PLC
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Figure 7: Output Internal Circuit of PLC
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V)

System Build

As this was a very involved project, prototyping the complete system was not feasible. Because
of this, it was decided that a desktop prototype of the vacuum pick & place subsystem would be
built to demonstrate the viability of this concept and that the vacuum is indeed capable of
installing the inserts. See APPENDIX C for the complete bill of materials of the prototype
i)

Mechanical Build

The design of the prototype was mentioned under the design section, which explained how all
the components were used and integrated in the system. After all materials were in stock, the
mechanical assembly began. The frame was built first with custom machined aluminum pieces
and off the shelf device stands from Misumi. After the frame was built, a horizontal SMC slide
and vacuum ejector were mounted to the top plate. Next, the vertical slide was assembled to the
horizontal slide, and the suction cup mounted to it. The two pneumatic valves were then
mounted to a 5 port manifold, which was mounted on the base plate. Once all of this was
completed, the pneumatic tubing was installed. Figure 4 shows a model of the mechanical build
of the prototype.
ii)

Electrical Build

The inputs of the PLC was connected to the vacuum generator, four reed switches and the push
button, while the outputs were connected to the vacuum generator and four manifold valves. The
manifold valves sends signal to the vacuum generator which controls the pneumatic arm. The
electrical build consists of 6 inputs and 5 outputs. They are as follows:
Inputs: 4 key switches, vacuum generator, push button
Output: 4 manifolds, vacuum generator.
The flow chart in Fig 8 shows the electrical build of the system.
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Figure 8: Flow chart showing the Electrical Build of the Prototype

iii)

Software Build

An IDEC FC5AD16RS1/Pentra MM Programming Logic Control Unit was utilized to automate
the prototype. For the system build, the PLC acts like the “central computer” of the actual
design. The PLC was coded using Ladder Logic and the WindLDR program that comes with
IDEC hardware. Figure 9 shows the process of the logic.
The Ladder Logic for the system build consists of a momentary push button and four reed
switches as inputs. A vacuum which consists of injection/ejection of air and a three way solenoid
is used at outputs for the system build.
The automated process itself is step by step, the system build will initially start at a home state
than proceed to vacuum the insert than move above to the inserts hole, from there the system will
eject the insert to the hole than return to its home state.
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Figure 9: Logic for the prototype
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Figure 9 cont.: Logic for the prototype
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iv)

Testing

In order to validate our prototype, the functionality of the vacuum system was tested. The
purpose of the prototype is to show that it is possible to use the vacuum system to move an insert
from a nest to the corresponding hole in the panel. The tests were implemented to verify that the
vacuum could pick up the insert, the pneumatic system and program could move the insert over
the hole in the composite panel, and the vacuum could release the insert and successfully place it
into the hole.
The prototype was cycled 50 times, and a pass/fail for each criterion was documented. The
range of pressure (in pounds per square inch, or psi) was determined by running the program at
various pressures and determining which the best pressure for this system.
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VI)

Test Results

Table 12 summarizes the results of the testing.
Table 12: Verification Methods for Prototype (pick and place with vacuum)
FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENT
Pick up insert from
insert nest

EXPECTED TARGET
VALUE
99% accuracy –
programmed x-y location

Move insert to be
over hole in
composite panel
Release insert

99% accuracy –
programmed

Insert is placed in
hole of composite
panel

99% success

Test range of psi
that program can
be run at

99% accuracy

ACTUAL VALUE METHOD OF
TESTING
100%
Run code to pick up the
insert with the vacuum
system. Document
pass/fail for 50 tests.
100%
Run the program and
document pass/fail from
50 tests.
100%
Blow puff of air to
release insert from
vacuum. Document
pass/fail out of 50 tests.
Insert should
successfully be placed
in the hole of the
composite panel
86%
Run program and
document pass/fail of
insert successfully
makes it in the hole of
the composite panel.
40 psi determined
Test different levels of
to be optimal
psi to be sure that the
operating pressure
amount of pressure is
capable of moving the
insert. Pass/fail our of
50 tests.

100% release without
rotation of insert in any
direction

As can be seen from the table, it was observed that the prototype had a high success rate in
picking up the insert, moving the insert over the composite panel, and releasing the insert. When
placing the insert into the composite panel, the prototype had a success rate of 86%. Finally, it
was determined that the optimal operating pressure for the prototype was 40psi.
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VII) Cost Analysis
B/E Aerospace is currently performing the installation of inserts manually. To determine the
current cost that B/E Aerospace is incurring to perform the installation, the panel of part number
5CP001AC, which is the panel with the highest amount of inserts, is being used for the following
calculations.. The method currently utilized to install the inserts is described in B/E Aerospace’s
production traveler 5CBP001AC501 Revision C; the production operator has to follow
operations 46 through 49 which include the following steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indentify insert
Identify location
Affix the tab in the insert
Install insert in hole
Glue the insert
Remove tab
Clean excess adhesive.

The operator has to repeat the above steps for the every insert to be installed in the panel; panel
5CP001AC requires 98 inserts to be installed whose cost is shown in table 13. Utilizing the
existing run rates, labor rate of $16, and overhead of 288% the cost for manufacturing the panel
is $137.36. The cost per operation is:
Table 13: Production traveler 5CBP001AC501 Revision C (46-49)
Operation

Description

46

Identify each insert location by referring the
drawing
Install Insert in hole and glue tabs
Glue Insert
Remove tab and clean adhesive residues
Total

47
48
49

Rate
(sec)
18

Total Time
(minutes)
29.4

Cost
($)
7.84

Cost + OH
($)
30.22

49.81
11
3
81.81

81.36
17.97
4.90
133.62

21.70
4.79
1.31
35.63

83.63
18.47
5.04
137.36

The above table only evaluates the labor cost, since no change in material will be implemented
and the material cost in the actual as well the proposed process will be the same. In addition to
the labor cost of manufacturing the panel, the cost of the reworking defective product generated
by the process has to be taken into consideration. B/E Aerospace estimated that 3% of the panels
have to be rework and scrapped due human error.
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The automation of the process for installing the inserts into the panels will reduce the cycle time,
minimizing the rework and scrap rates. The overview investment required to automate the
system is $345,319. Table 14 shows the distribution of the cost.
Table 14: Investment Cost
Operation
Indentify Insert Location
Scanner
Bar code printer
Coin changer
Actuators
Install inserts and glue tabs
Cartesian robot
vacuum system
Software
Sensors
PLC
Glue inserts
Injection system
Tubing
vision system
software
Other Requirements
Machine structure
Power supply
Central computer
safety devices
Material
Labor
Total Investment

Cost
$800
$1240
$23000
$1300
$100000
$3400
$4300
$5000
$13400
$25000
$300
$8500
$2800
$48000
$3590
$17000
$8000
$265630
$79689
$345319

The proposed system will reduce the cycle time to install a single insert from 81.81s down to
53.18 s, which represents a decrease of 35% of the cycle time. In addition, the automated system
will eliminate the rework and scrap cost caused by human errors; because no human interaction
will be present during the process of installing the insert. Even though the operator will not
interact in the installation process, the labor cost cannot be eliminated completely because it
requires having an operator to monitor the well functioning of the equipment.
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After the implementation of an automated system, the The expected cost for completing the
installation of the 98 inserts in panel 5CBP001AC is $91.05 and table 15 shows the cost per
operation.
Table 15: Cost Analysis
Operation
46
47
48
49

Description
Identify each insert location by referring the
drawing
Install Insert in hole and glue tabs
Glue Insert
Remove tab and clean adhesive residues
Total

Rate
(sec)
8.0

Total Time
(minutes)
13.07

Cost
($)
3.48

Cost + OH
($)
13.43

37.45
4.73
3
53.18

61.17
7.73
4.9
86.86

16.31
2.06
1.31
23.16

62.88
7.94
5.04
89.29

The implementation of an automated system to perform the installation of inserts will generate
immediate benefits to B/E Aerospace, for instance, the labor cost for installing the inserts on the
panel 5CPB001AC will be reduced from $137.36 to $89.29.
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VII-a) Return on Investment
The implementation of the system is expected to reduce the cycle time and generate a saving of
$48.07 of labor per panel manufactured. In addition, with the current potential capacity to
manufacture 5.53 panels of part number 5CPB001AC per shift, it is estimated that the generation
of rework and scrap cost is $22.79 and $63.37 respectively. The cost associated with the rework
and scrap caused by human error can be eliminated which is shown in table 16.
The required investment to implement an automated system is approximately $350,000, but will
generate savings of $88,347.55. If conservative discount rate of 15% is assumed, it will take six
to seven years for the investment to be paid off. Table 17 and figure 10 shows the discounted
cash flow for the seven years.
Table 16: Cost Associated with Labor, Rework and Scrap
Current Production Capacity per shift
Manufacturing Cost – Automation
Manufacturing Cost – Manually
Labor Savings per panel
Labor savings per shift

5.53
$ 89.29
$ 137.36
$ 48.07
$ 265.83

Rework
% Rework panels per shift
Rework cost per shift

3%
$ 22.79

Scrap
% Panels scraped
Labor cost per shift
Material cost per panel
Material scraped cost per shift

3%
$ 22.79
$ 244.60
$ 40.58

Total Savings per Shift
Business days per Year
Total Savings per year

$351.98
51
$ 88,347.55

Table 17: Discounted Cash Flow

Year
Discounted
Cash Flow

0
($350,000)

1
$76,824

2

3

$66,803

$58,090
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4
$50,513

5
$43,924

6
$38,195

7
$33,213

Discounted Cash Flow
$100,000
$50,000
$0
($50,000)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

($100,000)
($150,000)
($200,000)
($250,000)
($300,000)
($350,000)
($400,000)

Figure 10: Discounted Cash Flow
Taking into consideration the overview estimations of the benefits that automation will
bring into the manufacturing process the decision was made to evaluate the proposed project
using the Net Present Value (table 18), Benefit/Ratio (table19), Internal Rate of Return, and
Annual Equivalent as the parameters to decide whether or not the project should be pursued.
Table 18: Net Present Value
Year
Cash Flow
Present Value of
Cash Flow
Net Present Value

0
($350,000)

1
$88,347

2
$88,347

3
$88,347

4
$88,347

5
$88,347

6
$88,347

7
$88,347

($350,000)
($53,847)

$76,823

$66,803

$58,090

$50,513

$43,924

$38,195

$33,213

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

$0
$367,561

$76,823

$66,803

$58,090

$50,513

$43,924

$38,195

$33,213

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Table 19: Benefit
Year
Positive
Discounted
Cash Flows:
BENEFIT:

Table 20: Cost
Negative
Discounted
Cash Flows:
COST:

($350,000)
$350,000
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Table 21: Summary
Net Present Value
Benefit/Cost Ratio
Internal Rate of Return
Annual Equivalent

$17,561
1.05
16.66%
$5,238.60

The above tables show that Net Present Value is greater than $0, the Benefit/Cost ration is
greater than 1, the Internal Rate of Return is greater than discounted rate of 15% and the annual
equivalent is greater than $0 providing us with the certainty that the automation should be
pursued. However, it is relevant to mention that the maximum benefits of automation can be
obtained by increasing the volume of panels.
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VIII) Conclusions
The team has designed an automated system that will install fasteners into aircraft cabin
composite panels. The final design consists of five main parts: the coin changer, the Cartesian
Robot, the vacuum system, the vision system, and the adhesive injection system. The prototype
of the pick and place system has successfully demonstrated the feasibility of using a Cartesian
Robot system to place the fasteners into the correct holes and the vacuum system to pick up the
inserts. For the actual design, servo motors will most likely be used instead of pneumatics as
they are more accurate.
In terms of the costs that B/E Aerospace will incur by implementing the design, it is estimated
that $350,000 must be invested into building the automated system. By reducing cycle times,
rework rates, and scrap rates, the automated system will save the company about $88,000 per
year. If the system is implemented for at least 6.5 years, the company will begin to see cost
benefits on top of the added benefits of reduced human error and improved panel quality.

IX)

Recommendations

Due to time and cost constraints, not every system of the final design was able to be designed as
meticulously as the pick and place system was. In order to pursue the final design that the team
has proposed further research and design will be needed for the coin changer concept, the vision
system, and the adhesive injection system.
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Appendix A: Acronyms
3D: Three Dimension(al)
CNC: Computer Numerical Control
CTQ: Critical to Quality
PLC: Programming Logic Controller
PSI: Pounds per Square Inch
THK: “Toughness,” “High Quality,” and “Know-how”
UML: Universal Modeling Language
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Appendix B: UML Diagrams

Figure I: Class Diagram
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Figure II: Use-Case Diagram
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Figure III: Sequence Diagram
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Appendix C: Bill of Material for the Prototype.

Project 3654: Insert Automation System Prototype Bill Of
Materials
MFG PN
SC‐3M12
SC‐4M12
SC‐4M16
SC‐4M25
SC‐4M30
SC‐5M16
SC‐5M20
SC‐8M20

Manufacturer/
Supplier
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware

NA
NA

B/E Aerospace
B/E Aerospace

NA

B/E Aerospace

Dead Nest
Cylinder Bracket
Bottom Vacuum Mounting
Bracket

NA

B/E Aerospace

Vacuum Mounting Bracket

NA

B/E Aerospace

YStop1

NA

B/E Aerospace

Short Stop

NA
NA

B/E Aerospace
B/E Aerospace

Top Plate
BasePlate1
dowel pin
dowel pin

MISUMI USA

Device Stand

MISUMI USA
MISUMI USA
SMC USA/ATS
Southwest
SMC USA/ATS
Southwest

Clamp
Side Mounting Bracket
MXS, Air Slide Table, Cross
Roller Guide
MXS, Air Slide Table, Cross
Roller Guide

ASTN30‐
450
SCCN30‐
15
SSTF30
MXS8‐50
MXS12‐
75

Part Name
socket head cap screw
socket head cap screw
socket head cap screw
socket head cap screw
socket head cap screw
socket head cap screw
socket head cap screw
socket head cap screw
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Part Description
M3X0.5‐12 SHCS
M4X0.7‐12 SHCS
M4X0.7‐16 SHCS
M4X0.7‐25 SHCS
M4X0.7‐30 SHCS
M5X0.8‐16 SHCS
M5X0.8‐20 SHCS
M8X1.25‐20 SHCS
Prototype stationary Insert
Nest
Cylinder Mounting Bracket
piece 1/2 of Vacuum
Mounting Bracket
piece 2/2 of Vacuum
Mounting bracket
long slotted rectangular
hard stop
short slotted rectangular
hard stop
Top mounting plate for
robot arm
base plate for prototype
1/4‐1/2 dowel pin
1/8‐1/2 dowel pin

Quantity
4
6
4
3
4
6
4
16
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
8

vertical prototype supports
clamp for side mounting
bracket
bracket to secure top plate

2
4
2

Vertical Slide

1

Horizontal Slide

1

Project 3654: Insert Automation System Prototype Bill Of
Materials
MFG PN
NZM071HT‐
K5LOZ‐E55
ZPT04UNK6‐04‐
A8
SS5Y3‐20‐02‐
00T
SY3420‐5L‐M5
41214
D‐M9BL
FC5ADRS1/
Pentra MM
TIUB70B‐33
KQ2L07‐34S
KQ2Y07‐34S
KQ2H03‐34S
KQ2H07‐35S
2BVL2004B

Manufacturer/
Supplier
SMC
USA/Flodraulics
SMC
USA/Flodraulics
SMC
USA/Flodraulics
SMC
USA/Flodraulics
Home Depot
SMC
USA/Flodraulics
IDEC/Instrumart
SMC
USA/Flodraulics
SMC
USA/Flodraulics
SMC
USA/Flodraulics
SMC
USA/Flodraulics
SMC
USA/Flodraulics
Stauff/Flodraulic
s

Part Name
Vacuum Ejector with Valve
and Switch
Vacuum Pad, Vertical
Entry, w/Buffer
Bar Stock Manifold,
Individual Wiring

Part Description

5 Port Solenoid Valve
Husky Air Scout
Auto Switch, Solid State,
General Purpose

Quantity

Vacuum Generator

1

Vacuum Cup

1

Manifold

1

Valves
Air Compressor

2
1
4
1

Tubing

Reed Switches
Programmable Logic
Controller
1/4" pneumatic
tubing

Male Elbow Fitting

Pneumatic Fitting

1

Male Run Tee

Pneumatic Fitting

1

Male Connector
1/4" Tube 1/4" Male
connector

Pneumatic Fitting

1

Pneumatic Fitting
Ball Valve for
pneumatic hose

1

PLC

Ball Valve
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1

1

